OREGON LAWS 2002 (Fifth Special Session)
The following tables show where the statutes enacted by the Seventy-first Oregon Legislative Assembly in the
2002 fifth special session are compiled in the Oregon Revised Statutes.
When a section number or chapter number in the ORS column appears in parentheses following the disposition
of an otherwise uncodified section, the section or sections in the left column have been compiled as notes either
directly before or after that ORS section. The note may not appear in subsequent editions.
When an Oregon Laws section appears in the ORS column, refer to the appropriate comparative section table
to determine if the section has been codified or appears as a note before or after an ORS section.
When an ORS number is followed by the abbreviation “Rnbrd” and a new ORS number in parentheses, it
indicates that the ORS number has been renumbered.
When a chapter or section number in the ORS column appears in boldfaced type, the ORS number was assigned
editorially, not by legislative action. Examples of this and explanations of other terms used in the tables are as
follows:
659.100............................ Legislatively added to ORS chapter 659, editorially assigned
section number 100
659.100............................ Editorially assigned ORS chapter and section number
659.100............................ Amends existing ORS section
Add ................................. Adds new section to existing series, chapter or title
Applic............................. Sets applicability date
Appn/Lim/Alloc............ Appropriates moneys, limits expenditures or allocates
certain funds
Aud................................. Auditing clause
Deleted........................... Deleted by amendment during session
Eff/Op............................. Sets delayed effective or operative date
Emer............................... Emergency clause
Ref .................................. Referendum provision
Rej .................................. Rejected by the people
Rpld................................ Repealed by provision in current session
Rplg................................ Repealing provision
Sav.................................. Saving clause
Sep.................................. Separability clause
Spec ................................ Special statute
Sunset ............................ Sunset provision
Temp .............................. Temporary provision
Val.................................. Validating provision
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ORS

1........1,2 .....Appn/Lim/Alloc
3 ............................Rplg
4 ...........................Emer
2........1-16..............................*
17.......................293.537
18,19 ............................*
20 .........................Emer
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*Note: Sections 1 to 16, 18
and 19, chapter 2, Oregon
Laws 2002 (fifth special
session), were repealed by
section 7, chapter 11,
Oregon Laws 2003.
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3........1-9........................Temp
10 .........................Emer
4........1-10..............................*
*Note: Chapter 4, Oregon
Laws 2002 (fifth special

ORS

session), was to take effect
if approved by the people
at the special election on
January 28, 2003. Chapter
4 failed and has not been
compiled.
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